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F d l ki I f tiForward-looking Information
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” and “forward-looking information” (collectively, “forward-looking information”) within the meaning of 
applicable Canadian and United States securities legislation. All information contained in this presentation, other than statements of current and historical fact, is 
forward-looking information. Forward-looking information includes information that relates to, among other things, our objectives, strategies, and intentions and future 
financial and operating performance and prospects. Often, but not always, forward-looking information can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”, 
“expects”, “budget”, “guidance”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “strategy”, “target”, “intends”, “objective”, “goal”, “understands”, “anticipates” and 
“b li ” ( d i ti f th i il d ) d t t t th t t i ti t lt ‘‘ ’’ ‘‘ ld’’ ‘‘ ld’’ ‘‘ h ld’’ ‘‘ i ht’’ ‘‘ ’’ ‘‘b“believes” (and variations of these or similar words) and statements that certain actions, events or results ‘‘may’’, ‘‘could’’, ‘‘would’’, ‘‘should’’, ‘‘might’’ ‘‘occur’’ or ‘‘be 
achieved’’ or ‘‘will be taken’’ (and variations of these or similar expressions). All of the forward-looking information in this presentationis qualified by this cautionary 
statement.
Forward-looking information includes, but is not limited to, the estimated capital cost and economics of the Constancia project, our intention to conclude a US$750 
million precious metals streaming transaction and a US$600 million credit facility, our ability to fund our development projects and exploration initiatives, the 
construction schedule for Constancia, anticipated production from Constancia, the permitting schedule, relocation of individuals pursuant to community agreements, 
assumptions respecting future cash flows, estimates of mineral resources and reserves, and other plans respecting the Constancia project. 
Forward-looking information is not, and cannot be, a guarantee of future results or events. Forward-looking information is based on, among other things, opinions, 
assumptions, estimates and analyses that, while considered reasonable by us at the date the forward-looking information is provided, inherently are subject to 
significant risks uncertainties contingencies and other factors that may cause actual results and events to be materially different from those expressed or implied bysignificant risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other factors that may cause actual results and events to be materially different from those expressed or implied by 
the forward-looking information. 
The material factors or assumptions that we identified and were applied by us in drawing conclusions or making forecasts or projections set out in the forward looking 
information include, but are not limited to: the success of mining, processing, exploration and development activities; the accuracy of geological, mining and 
metallurgical estimates; the costs of production; the supply and demand for metals we produce; the volatility of commodity prices; the volatility in foreign exchange 
rates; the availability of third party processing facilities for our concentrate; the supply and availability of all forms of energy and fuels at reasonable prices; the 
availability of transportation services at reasonable prices; no significant unanticipated operational or technical difficulties; the execution of our business strategy, 
including the success of our strategic investments; the availability of financing for our exploration and development projects and activities; the ability to complete 
project targets on time and on budget and other events that may affect our ability to develop our projects; the timing and receipt of various regulatory and 
governmental approvals; the availability of personnel for our exploration, development and production projects and ongoing employee relations; maintaining good 
relations with the communities in which we operate including the communities surrounding our Constancia project; no significant unanticipated challenges withrelations with the communities in which we operate, including the communities surrounding our Constancia project; no significant unanticipated challenges with 
stakeholders at our various projects; no significant unanticipated events relating to regulatory, environmental, health and safety matters; no contests over title to our 
properties, including as a result of rights or claimed rights of aboriginal peoples; any assumptions related to taxes, including, but not limited to current tax laws and 
regulations; and no significant and continuing adverse changes in general economic conditions or conditions in the financial markets.
The risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other factors that may cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking 
information may include, but are not limited to, risks generally associated with the mining industry, such as economic factors (including future commodity prices, 
currency fluctuations and energy prices), uncertainties related to the development and operation of our projects, depletion of our reserves, risks related to political or 
social unrest or change and those in respect of aboriginal and community relations and title claims, operational risks and hazards, including unanticipated 
environmental, industrial and geological events and developments and the inability to insure against all risks, failure of plant, equipment, processes, transportation 
and other infrastructure to operate as anticipated, compliance with government and environmental regulations, including permitting requirements and anti-bribery 
l i l ti d d k l d l l ti l til fi i l k t th t ff t bilit t bt i fi i t bl tlegislation, dependence on key personnel and employee relations, volatile financial markets that may affect our ability to obtain financing on acceptable terms, 
uncertainties related to the geology, continuity, grade and estimates of mineral reserves and resources and the potential for variations in grade and recovery rates, 
uncertain costs of reclamation activities, our ability to comply with our pension and other post-retirement obligations as well as the risks discussed under the heading 
“Risk Factors” in our most recent Annual Information Form, Form 40-F and Management’s Discussion and Analysis for the three months ended March 31, 2012.
Should one or more risk, uncertainty, contingency or other factor materialize or should any factor or assumption prove incorrect, actual results could vary materially 
from those expressed or implied in the forward-looking information. Accordingly, you should not place undue reliance on forward-looking information. We do not 
assume any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information after the date of this presentation or to explain any material difference between subsequent 
actual events and any forward-looking information, except as required by applicable law. 
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N t t U S I tNote to U.S. Investors
Information concerning Hudbay’s mineral properties has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of Canadian securities laws, which differ in material 
respects from the requirements of SEC Industry Guide 7. Under Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) Industry Guide 7, mineralization may not be 
classified as a “reserve” unless the determination has been made that the mineralization could be economically and legally produced or extracted at the time of the 
reserve determination, and the SEC does not recognize the reporting of mineral deposits which do not meet the United States Industry Guide 7 definition of “Reserve”. 
I d ith N ti l I t t 43 101 St d d f Di l f Mi l P j t (“NI 43 101”) f th C di S iti Ad i i t t th tIn accordance with National Instrument 43-101 - Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (“NI 43-101”) of the Canadian Securities Administrators, the terms 
“mineral reserve”, “proven mineral reserve”, “probable mineral reserve”, “mineral resource”, “measured mineral resource”, “indicated mineral resource” and “inferred 
mineral resource” are defined in the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (the “CIM”) Definition Standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral 
Reserves adopted by the CIM Council on December 11, 2005. 
While the terms “mineral resource”, “measured mineral resource”, “indicated mineral resource” and “inferred mineral resource” are recognized and required by NI 43-
101, the SEC does not recognize them. You are cautioned that, except for that portion of mineral resources classified as mineral reserves, mineral resources do not 
have demonstrated economic value. Inferred mineral resources have a high degree of uncertainty as to their existence and as to whether they can be economically or 
legally mined. 
It cannot be assumed that all or any part of an inferred mineral resource will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Therefore, you are cautioned not to assume that all 
or any part of an inferred mineral resource exists, that it can be economically or legally mined, or that it will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Likewise, you are 
cautioned not to assume that all or any part of measured or indicated mineral resources will ever be upgraded into mineral reserves. You are urged to consider closely 
the disclosure on the technical terms in Schedule A “Glossary of Mining Terms” of Hudbay’s annual information form for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2011, 
available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and incorporated by reference as Exhibit 99.1 in Hudbay’s Form 40-F filed on April 2, 2012 (File No. 001-34244).

Qualified Person
The technical and scientific information in this news release has been approved by Cashel Meagher, P. Geo., Hudbay’s Vice-President, South America Business Unit, a 
qualified person pursuant to National Instrument 43-101, Standards of Mineral Disclosure. 

Quality Control and Data Verification:
Details regarding verification of data, including sampling, analytical and test data underlying the information herein, is based on the same process contained in the 
technical report titled “Constancia Project Technical Report, dated February 21, 2011”, available under Norsemont Mining Inc.’s profile at www.sedar.com. 
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C t i Hi hli htConstancia Highlights

> $1.5 billion investment in new Constancia copper mine
> Full production accelerated to the second quarter of 2015
> Proven and probable reserves for Constancia and Pampacancha: 

• 450 million tonnes / Cu equivalent 0.49% 
• 16-year mine life / 90,000 t annual contained copper in concentrate 

> Expected to fund capital spending remaining on development projects with 
h h d f d i d d t t ti dit f ilit dcash on hand, funds received under stream transaction, credit facility and 

operating cash flow
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C t i K M t iConstancia Key Metrics

Project Costs Unit Life of Mine

Mining Costs / tonne ore1 US$/t 2.97

Milling Cost / tonne ore US$/t 4.47

G&A Costs / tonne ore US$/t 1.11G&A Costs / tonne ore US$/t 1.11

Average Annual Sustaining CAPEX M US$ 40

Project EconomicsProject Economics

NPV of C$ FCF (@ 8% discount and LT Cu of $2.75/lbs) M C$ 571

IRR % 14.5

IRR with Silver Stream % 15 9IRR – with Silver Stream % 15.9

1 Includes cost of waste removal
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Fi i St tFinancing Strategy

1. Financing strategy supports construction of three growth projects:
• Constancia 
• Lalor
• ReedReed 

2. Streaming agreement benefits:
• Access to non-dilutive capital
• Represent small percentage of overall precious metals
• Unlock value of precious metal production
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Fi i O iFinancing Overview

US$750 illi i f t d it t f Sil Wh t f> US$750 million in upfront deposit payments from Silver Wheaton for 
delivery of: 

• 100% of payable gold and silver from 777 mine until the end of 2016 
• 50% of payable gold and 100% of payable silver thereafter for the remainder of• 50% of payable gold and 100% of payable silver thereafter for the remainder of 

life of mine
• 100% of payable silver from Constancia project

> P i t l t t ti i t l id> Precious metals stream transaction preserves precious metals upside 
potential for Hudbay shareholders

• Precious metals production from Lalor excluded
• Excludes land package outside of Constancia and Pampacancha including• Excludes land package outside of Constancia and Pampacancha, including 

Chilloroya, a prospective area we will soon be exploring

> Currently arranging US$600 million four-year term loan/revolver to replace 
existing US$300 corporate revolver
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K M t l G thKey Metals Growth
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1 Includes production subject to streaming transactions. Silver converted to gold at a ratio of 50:1. 
2 Based on midpoint of 2012 forecasted production released on December 19, 2011. Anticipated production for 2015 is based on 777 and the 777 North expansion life of mines. 
3 Lalor’s anticipated 2015 production based on “Pre-Feasibility Study Technical Report on the Lalor Deposit” dated March 29 2012
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Lalor s anticipated 2015 production based on Pre Feasibility Study Technical Report, on the Lalor Deposit  dated March 29, 2012.
4 Based on contained metal in concentrate per the results of Constancia’s Front End Engineering and Design work completed in July 2012. 
5Reed anticipated 2015 production based on “Pre-Feasibility Study Technical Report on the Reed Copper Deposit” dated April 2, 2012 and reflects 70% attributable production to Hudbay.



C t i P j tConstancia Project
Accelerating production schedule

> Nine quarter construction schedule planned

> I iti l d ti t d l t 2014 f ll d ti t d t b i i th> Initial production expected late 2014; full production expected to begin in the 
second quarter of 2015

> New production schedule enabled by significant progress to date:p y g p g
• Beneficiation concession obtained from Peruvian government
• Front End Engineering and Design completed
• Completion of 660-bed construction camp
• Mobilization of EPCM and civil works contractors• Mobilization of EPCM and civil works contractors 
• Life of Mine agreements reached with local communities
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P d ti P filProduction Profile 
High tonnage with low cash costs

> 2015 – 2019: annual copper metal in concentrate expected to 
average 118,000 t  

> 2020 – 2030: annual copper metal in concentrate expected to 
average 77,000 t

> Cash costs of production expected to average: $0.66/lb of copper for p p g $ pp
first 5 years; $1.11/lb thereafter
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C t i P j tConstancia Project 

> Unlevered IRR of 14.5% based on capital cost estimate

> Net present value of $571 million, assuming a discount rate of 8.0% and 
$2 75/lb$2.75/lb copper

Base Case1 Copper Prices +10%2 Copper Prices -10%2

L T C P i US$2 75/lb US$3 03/lb US$2 48/lbLong-Term Copper Price US$2.75/lb US$3.03/lb US$2.48/lb

IRR – Unlevered 14.5% 17.3% 11.5%

IRR – With Silver Stream 15.9% 19.3% 12.1%

NPV – Unlevered C$571 M C$851 M C$289 M

1 Base case assumed metal prices are as follows: Copper (2014-US$3.40/lb, 2015-US$3.30/lb, 2016-US$3.10/lb, Long-Term-US$2.75/lb); Gold (2014-US$1,550/oz, 2015-
US$1,450/oz, 2016-US$1,350/oz, Long-Term-US$1,150/oz); Silver (2014-US$30/oz, 2015-US$28/oz, 2016- US$24/oz, Long-Term-US$23/oz);Molybdenum (2014-US$15/oz, 
2015-US$15/oz, 2016-US$14.50/oz, Long-Term-US$14/oz);CAD/USD (2014-C$1.01/US$, 2015-C$1.02/US$, 2016-C$1.05/US$, Long-Term-C$1.05/US$)
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2 Copper prices are increased/decreased by respective percent in every year of forecast.



C t i P j t Sit Pl d L tConstancia Project - Site Plan and Layout 



R i l I f t tRegional Infrastructure

> 83km access road from Yauri
• To be upgraded for concentrate haulage

> Tintaya power substation 70km away
Pl d d t 220 kV t b• Planned upgrade to 220 kV to be 
commissioned by Q3 2013

> Rail-head at Imata 150km away
> Road upgrades for concentrate haulage pg g

within project scope

Infrastructure & power expected to beInfrastructure & power expected to be 
available to meet Constancia project schedule
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I f t t P tInfrastructure – Port

> Constancia is ~475km from Matarani Port by road, already                       
more than half paved

> Matarani Port located 120km from Arequipa by paved highway

> The port is a deep sea port managed by a private group

> Used by other mining companies

> Currently formalizing expansion plans
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R O iReserves Overview
Growth in Reserves

Constancia Mineral Reserves – August 8, 2012

Category Ore (M tonnes) Cu (%) Mo (g/t) Ag (g/t) Au (g/t) CuEq1 (%)

Proven 349 0.37 100 3.29 0.043 0.49

Probable 54 0.24 60 2.98 0.035 0.33

Total 403 0.35 96 3.25 0.042 0.47

Pampacancha Mineral Reserves – August 8, 2012

Category Ore (M tonnes) Cu (%) Mo (g/t) Ag (g/t) Au (g/t) CuEq1 (%)

Proven 10 0.54 170 4.20 0.318 0.87

Probable 37 0.46 140 4.56 0.276 0.76

Total 47 0.48 149 4.49 0.285 0.78

1Not accounting for recovery
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R O iResources Overview
Exclusive of Reserves

Constancia Mineral Resources1 - November 2, 2011

Category M (tonnes) Cu (%) Mo (g/t) Ag (g/t) Au (g/t) CuEq2 (%)

Measured 119 0.23 62 2.3 0.038 0.31

Indicated 344 0.20 58 2.0 0.034 0.27

Total 463 0.21 59 2.0 0.035 0.28

Inferred 219 0.19 49 1.8 0.032 0.25

Pampacancha Mineral Resources3 – April 2, 2012 

Category M (tonnes) Cu (%) Mo (g/t) Ag (g/t) Au (g/t) CuEq2 (%)

Inferred 4 0.41 103 6.2 0.207 0.67

1The Constancia mineral resources are reported at 0.12% copper cut-off
2Not accounting for recovery
3The Pampacancha mineral resources are reported at a 0.20% copper cut-off
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P j t D Ri ki ith E i d P tProject De-Risking with Experienced Partners

Stracon GyM Relevant Experience

> Currently operating in Peru
> Experienced in mining and major earth works
> Established labour force and operating team

• Toromocho
• El Brocal
• Marcona

Stracon GyM Relevant Experience

p g
> Experienced procurement and maintenance
> Carry over from design, construction to mining

• La Arena

> Constructed and delivered similar plants 
in remote locations

Relevant ExperienceAusenco
• Lumwana
• Phu Khamin remote locations

> Assembled sizable team in Latin America
> Continuation of personnel from FEED to 

construction

Phu Kham
• Cadia East
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P j t C tiProject Contingency

Area Base Cost Contingency & Growth  
Dollars

Contingency & Growth 
% of Base $

Capital costs

Dollars % of Base $

$ millions $ millions

Mining 145 12 8%

Mine Equipment 151 2 1%

Pl t 340 57 17%Plant 340 57 17%

Heavy Civil Works (TMF &  reservoirs) 178 42 24%

Other Infrastructure 117 21 18%

Site Accommodations 96 5 5%

External Infrastructure - Roads & Bridges 49 6 13%

Indirects (non-owner) 146 12 8%

Commissioning and Spares 29 1 3%

Owners 138 - 0%

1,389 $157 11%

Less Commited Equipment Prices ($252)

Less 2012 Non- Equip. Costs Sunk to July 1 ($62)

Project Cost Still At Risk $1,075 $157 14.6%Project Cost Still At Risk $1,075 $157 14.6%

Total CAPEX $1,546
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C it l S diCapital Spending

(in $ millions)

Q2 – Q4 2012 391

2013 964

2014 100

Total future capital spending 1,455

Total spent in Q1 and Q2 2012 91p Q Q

Total 1,546
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C t i P j tConstancia Project
Operating Progress

Mi l> Mine plan: 
• ~600 million tonnes of waste 
• 1.33 to 1 waste to ore stripping ratio

• Hydraulic shovels, haul trucks, rotary drills, front end loader, crawlers, tractors 
and graders.

Procurement: Mining Equipment

• Mills, primary crusher, copper flotation cells and blowers, thickeners, filters, mill 

Procurement: Milling Equipment

reliner machines, and regrind mills, among others.
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Si lifi d Fl h tSimplified Flowsheet
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C t i E l ti P t ti lConstancia Exploration Potential
Early exploration success leads to expanded program



C t i P j t Mil tConstancia Project Milestones

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Permitting Construction Permit

FEED

Construction Camp

Board Approval

Power Line

TMF and WRF

PlantPlant

Procurement

Commissioning First  Ore
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Ramp Up Commercial  
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P d ti P filProduction Profile 

> 777, Lalor, Constancia and Reed offer significant growth in copper and zinc

> Production at Lalor imminent for summer of 2012

> 777 North to begin production in the Fall

> Reed to begin production in Q3 2013

> Significant production upside potential remains at key development projects
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S C CFinancing Strategy Consistent with Value Creation Focus
Increasing commodity exposure on per share basis

> New capital inflows are non-dilutive to 
shareholders

Cu Eq/Share1

(lb Cu/sh)

> Financing strategy supports focus on 
per share metrics

1Includes reserves and resources (all metals) as at April 2, 2012. For more information on the portion of copper equivalent reserves and resources attributable to the Constancia
deposit, including data verification and quality assurance/quality control processes refer to the "Constancia Project Technical Report" as filed on SEDAR by Norsemont Mining 
Inc. on February 21, 2011. For more information on the portion of copper equivalent resources attributable to the Pampacancha deposit, please refer to Hudbay’s news release 
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c o eb ua y , 0 o o e o at o o t e po t o o coppe equ a e t esou ces att butab e to t e a paca c a depos t, p ease e e to udbay s e s e ease
on April 2, 2012 entitled, “Hudbay Announces Increases in Metals Reserves and Resources”.  



C l iConclusion

The Right JurisdictionThe Right Jurisdiction
Peru is an investment-grade, mining-friendly country. The second
largest copper and silver producer worldwide in 2011*

The Right Project
C f

Trujillo

PERU

Constancia is the optimal size and scale for Hudbay and does not
compromise other key corporate goals from a technical or financial
standpoint

The Right Strategy

Cusco
Lima

Arequipa

Constancia

g gy
Financing and operating strategy in place for Constancia to begin
full production in 2015
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I i M it b i lIn-mine Manitoba mineral reserves
January 1, 2012

Category Tonnes Cu (%) Zn (%) Au (g/t) Ag (g/t)

7771

Proven 4,921,000 2.36 4.16 1.97 26.78

Probable 7,464,000 1.64 4.44 1.82 27.86

TROUT LAKE

Proven 229,000 2.07 1.90 2.06 1.33

CHISEL NORTH-ZINC

Proven 48,000 - 7.97 - -

Probable 60,000 - 6.57 - -

CHISEL NORTH-COPPER

Probable 57,000 1.49 2.65 2.06 20.58 

TOTAL

1Includes  777 North

Proven 5,198,000

Probable 7,581,000
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M it b i lManitoba mineral resources
January 1, 2012

Category Tonnes Cu (%) Zn (%) Au (g/t) Ag (g/t)

7771

Inferred 1,183,000 1.43 5.47 1.96 39.17

Lost2

Indicated 411,000 1.80 6.10 1.00 20.00

Inferred 69,000 1.50 6.20 0.80 16.50

Total

Indicated 411,000 1.80 6.10 1.00 20.00

1 Includes 777 North
2 Lost property mineral resource as at March 4, 2011; Hudbay holds a 51% joint venture interest in the property

Inferred 1,252,000 1.43 5.51 1.90 37.92
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L l j tLalor project 
Reserves & resources

Lalor project mineral reserves1 - March 29, 2012

Category Tonnes Cu (%) Zn (%) Au (g/t) Ag (g/t)
Base metal

Probable reserves 12,591,000 0.63 7.92 1.55 23.81

Gold zone
Probable reserves 1,841,000 0.38 0.38 3.99 21.77

Total
Reserves 14,432,000 0.60 6.96 1.86 23.55

Lalor project mineral resources - September 30, 2011

Category Tonnes Cu (%) Zn (%) Au (g/t) Ag (g/t)
Base  metal

Inferred 3,817,000 0.60 9.09 1.20 22.15

Gold zone
Inferred 7,338,000 0.41 0.32 4.64 31.35 

Copper-gold  zone

1The weighted average (based on planned production tonnage) price from 2012 to 2016 used in the Lalor pre-feasibility study for mineral reserve estimation for zinc was US$1.11 
per pound (includes premium), the copper price was US$3.12 per pound, the gold price was US$1,399 per ounce and the silver price was US$27.28 per ounce using an exchange 
of 1 03 C$/US$ Post 2016 the mineral reserve estimation used a zinc price of US$1 00 per pound (includes premium) a copper price of US$2 75 per pound a gold price of

Inferred 1,461,000 4.15 0.31 6.80 20.33

Total
Inferred 12,616,000 0.90 2.97 3.85 27.29

of 1.03 C$/US$. Post 2016 the mineral reserve estimation used a zinc price of US$1.00 per pound (includes premium), a copper price of US$2.75 per pound, a gold price of 
US$1,100 per ounce and a silver price of US$22 per ounce using an exchange of 1.05 C$/US$.
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R d j t1Reed copper project1

Mi l R t M h 30 2012

Category Tonnes Cu (%) Zn (%) Au (g/t) Ag (g/t)

Mineral Reserves as at March 30, 2012 
Mineral Resources as at March 15, 2011

1Hudbay holds a 70% joint venture interest in the Reed property

Probable 2,157,000 3.83 0.59 0.48 6.02

Inferred 170,000 4.26 0.52 0.38 4.55
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B k F t j t

Classification Tonnes (millions) Au (g/t) Ag (g/t) Cu (%) Zn (%)

Back Forty project
Mineral Resources October 15, 2010*

Open Pit †

Measured 14.1 1.59 16.97 0.15 2.54

Indicated 2.1 1.53 32.80 0.41 1.17

Measured and Indicated 16.2 1.58 19.00 0.18 2.36

Inferred 1.4 1.40 32.89 0.62 1.00

Underground ‡

Measured 0.8 1.67 25.83 0.24 3.45

Indicated 0.9 1.28 24.72 0.34 2.85

Measured and Indicated 1.7 1.46 25.23 0.29 3.13

Inferred 2.0 1.22 18.34 0.32 2.64

Combined Open Pit and Underground

Measured and Indicated 17 9 1 57 19 60 0 19 2 44

*Mineral resources are not mineral reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability. All figures have been rounded to reflect the relative accuracy of the estimates. The 
cut-off grades are based on metal price assumptions of US$0.95 per pound zinc, US$2.50 per pound copper, US$0.70 per pound lead, US$900 per troy ounce gold and US$15.00 
per troy ounce silver. Metallurgical recoveries were determined and used for each of the metallurgical domains determined for the deposit

Measured and Indicated 17.9 1.57 19.60 0.19 2.44

Inferred 3.4 1.29 24.33 0.44 1.96
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R d

f

Reserves and resources

> To estimate mineral reserves, measured and indicated mineral resources were first estimated in a 
12-step process, which includes determination of the integrity and validation of the data collected, 
including confirmation of specific gravity, assay results and methods of data recording. The process 
also includes determining the appropriate geological model, selection of data and the application of 
statistical models including probability plots and restrictive kriging to establish continuity and modelstatistical models including probability plots and restrictive kriging to establish continuity and model 
validation. The resultant estimates of measured and indicated mineral resources are then converted 
to proven and probable mineral reserves by the application of mining dilution and recovery, as well 
as the determination of economic viability using full cost analysis. Other factors such as depletion 
from production are applied as appropriate.

> Estimated inferred mineral resources within our mines were estimated by a similar 12-step process, 
used to estimate measured and indicated resources.

> The zinc price used for mineral reserve and resource estimations for the Manitoba mines was 
US$1.00 per pound (includes premium), the copper price was US$2.75 per pound, the gold price 
was US$1,100 per ounce and the silver price was US$22 per ounce using an exchange of 1.05 
C$/US$.
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R d

f f C

Reserves and resources

> The technical and scientific information in this news release related to the Constancia project has 
been approved by Cashel Meagher, P. Geo, Hudbay’s Vice-President, South America. The technical 
and scientific information related to all other sites and projects contained in this news release has 
been approved by Robert Carter, P. Eng, Hudbay’s Director, Technical Services. Mr. Meagher and 
Mr. Carter are qualified persons pursuant to NI 43-101.Mr. Carter are qualified persons pursuant to NI 43 101.

> Greg Greenough, P.Geo., a Senior Resource Geologist with Golder Associates carried out, and is
responsible for the Back Forty resource estimate described in this presentation. Robert Carter is the
Qualified Person for Hudbay as described in NI 43-101 and is responsible for the Back Forty
contents of this presentation.

> Please refer to Hudbay’s Annual Information Form and Management’s Discussion and Analysis for
the year ended December 31, 2011 and applicable technical reports in respect of the properties filed
on SEDAR for further information.
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